Order of the Melchizedek and Spirituality

A sacred and Divine name that speaks of a theme that is timeless. Melchizedek is not necessarily just the name of an individual who once lived upon Earth, as many may presume. It is also the name of the Cosmic Priesthood that exists through every dimension upon every sacred planet. In ancient days, Melchizedek temples were set up for the purpose of teaching dedicated initiates how to unfold their spiritual gift so they in turn could help their brothers and sisters to freedom. The Melchizedek Priesthood comes in many forms. All of your favorite Ascended Masters and Gurus are each Melchizedeks in their own right. No matter what ideology or religion, every saint, sage, guru and master must go through the Melchizedek Initiations, whether in a temple or in the inner planes.

Even today, many secret priesthoods continue, holding to the cosmic laws, to their own inner vision and sacred purpose. The power of the Melchizedek remains in the etheric retreats and in the subterranean cities, nurtured and guarded until the time when the outer temples can again be re-established. The time for the Melchizedek to reawaken is NOW! As each of us recognized our mission and reclaims our personal power, this will become a reality. Touching every corner of the globe and reaching every aspect of planetary society, those who serve the Melchizedek will be a healing balm to the ills of humanity.

All life-forms, all bodies, all planetary forms, and everything even beyond that, all came out of a simple little round ball. Once we created this external universe, which in actual fact was an experiment for us, we then decided to get into it. It is no problem for Spirit, for Great Spirit, for God to be in more than one place at once. In fact, God can be in all places at once. And so, God actually divided himself/herself. Part of himself/herself, beyond sex, remained outside of the experiment and part of God moved into the experiment. And again in a very, very specific way, using the very form that created the experiment - that very specific pattern and shape which is sometimes referred to as the MERKABA - the spirit of God moved inside and began to experience directly what was created. That consciousness is now referred to as MELCHIZEDEK CONSCIOUSNESS. It was formless and there was nothing but Spirit and consciousness. There was nothing or anything created other than the format. From there, the consciousness of God through Melchizedek divided Himself/Herself one more time into the consciousness of Christ. And that consciousness took on and contained the possibility of form. All form at all levels, no matter who it is and where it came from, came from the Christ and through the Christ. But when the MELCHIZEDEK CONSCIOUSNESS divided itself into the Christ, it automatically created a third component - something beyond itself and beyond the Christ, which could be referred to as the Supreme of Ultimate Personality of the universe, that which contains all life. That Ultimate Personality is very often referred to as God. It is a - Jehovah or Yahweh. It is given a name because it is within waveform and can contain a name. It is definable. But the aspect of God outside of the created universe cannot be defined, cannot be even discussed, and can’t even be talked about. There is nothing inside of us on any level what so ever that can reach that, except there is Who We Are which is that droplet of the original soul spark blueprint - but there are no senses within us that can reach that point unless we choose to work on lifting the veils of forgetfulness in order to access the original cellular memories of our galactic selves where we first originated from.

We went on for a very long time in this particular way. These three components, in modern day times are usually referred to as the FATHER, SON, and HOLY SPIRIT. The FATHER is the ULTIMATE PERSONALITY, and the SON is the CHRIST, and the HOLY SPIRIT (the formless) is the MELCHIZEDEK aspect.
If we search our hearts, it is easy to remember a lifetime in which we served in the temples of the great civilizations, now past. A lifetime dedicated to reaching the human potential of transforming ourselves from Human to Godman (having crystalline light bodies). By consciously choosing to be initiated into the various levels of the Melchizedek, we humbly take the first step to return to that state of being.

Melchizedek and the Order of Melchizedek are being talked about more and more in various spiritual circles. In the larger cosmic sense, the Order of Melchizedek has no "name" as such because it is identified by its work and dedication. It is composed of evolved beings who have dedicated themselves to the work of promoting spiritual growth wherever that is possible. It is the one true SPIRITUAL PRIESTHOOD.

The spirit that has come to be known as Melchizedek came to the Earth before it was truly formed, while the nature of this experiment was still being shaped by the Elohim, those beings who had taken it upon themselves to attempt a new and daring attempt at combining free will and spiritual awareness. When spirits began to descend into physical bodies, beginning with that society we call Lemuria, the spirit of Melchizedek began to incarnate and offer guidance to these beings. As the experience of Lemuria reached an end and it was necessary to descend further into the physical, what we know as Atlantis began and Melchizedek's work shifted to that area.

The violent end of Atlantis caused a serious disruption in the natural descent and plunged humanity deep into the physical without any conscious connection to its spiritual nature. This situation called for some sort of drastic action. The spirit of Melchizedek finally arrived at a plan to restore self-aware spiritual growth and with the help of many other advanced spiritual beings, the Egyptian Mystery Schools were established. The goal of these schools was to elevate individuals into that awareness that has come to be known as Christ Consciousness. Some of those achieving Christ Consciousness stayed in Egypt to carry on the work there, others went off to Salem to work with Melchizedek in founding a community of Christ Conscious beings. (Note that this Salem is not the town that grew into Jerusalem, but a center in the Caucasus mountains, from which other teachers have come.)

So the name of the Order derives from this historical Melchizedek, the Old Testament personage described as the "King of Salem" and "Priest Of The Most High God" who met with Abraham as he returned from his battles. (Genesis 14) Melchizedek received Abraham's tithes and gave him bread and wine, foreshadowing the communion established by Jesus. Paul speaks about Melchizedek at some length in Chapters 5-7 of his Epistle to the Hebrews, and justifies Jesus' priesthood on the grounds that it is like that of Melchizedek.

But for all its involvement with human affairs, the Order has for the last 4000 years been a shadowy presence at best. While members were involved with establishing various organizations for manifold purposes, the Order itself was never a public organization. But at this time, as humanity approaches a vital cusp in determining whether it will make a vital leap in its ascension out of the gross physical, it was deemed necessary that the teachings of the Priesthood begin to be made more open.

A prime involvement of the priesthood, still, is promoting Christ Consciousness, which could be defined as having a fully opened heart chakra and centering one's being there rather than in the lower chakras. Once Christ Consciousness is achieved, the individual stands on the threshold of possibilities that include viewing the breadth and width of universes around us, being able to stand outside space and time to view the realities of existence from that perspective.
The Eternal and Cosmic Order of Melchizedek

What is its relevance and importance today?

Older than this Universe, the Order of Melchizedek is in charge of humanity’s Spiritual Evolution of Consciousness.

It is the Divine Consciousness ‘umbrella’ plan beyond all human understanding and interpretations, responsible for providing the driving force that ensures the unfolding of the Divine Plan for humanity to spiritually evolve.

- The Order directs and oversees the Spiritual awakening and advancement of ALL Divinely-created beings.
- The Order of Melchizedek directs each Soul’s Ascension.
- Every person is under its influence and responds to its Divine Impulse whether or not we know about it. Like gravity, it simply is.
- As the Order of Light and Unifiers with its single Law of Oneness and Unity, it is the matrix or foundation of the mystical teachings underlying all spiritual paths and religions. Being an Order of Light, just as light can be refracted into countless colors so its Source Wisdom can be seen ‘refracted’ in the diversity of presentation and interpretations of world religions, traditions and paths.
- It has seeded all spiritual paths and traditions through sending its High Priests such as Jesus, to give humanity guidelines on how to live in order to eventually return home to Source. Therefore, as the originating, overlighting Spiritual Education and Soul Light Consciousness for this Universe, it’s obviously not aligned with any one path or –ism!
- The Melchizedek Light Power is the Educator of the Soul working through our I AM Presence or Higher Self. Our Higher Self educates our Soul, which in turn will educate and guide our life experience once we reach the level of consciousness of choosing to work on our Spiritual advancement.
- This 21st Century is beginning to see the long-prophesied Order of Melchizedek’s visible return. This was predicted by the Cathars in 1266 before they were exterminated by the Catholic Church.
- The shifts of energy and consciousness taking place worldwide evidence the Order’s increasing influence.
- Its symbol is the 6-pointed Star, the Star or Seal of Melchizedek and of Solomon representing “As Above, So Below.”
- Universal Tree of Life: The hitherto secret mystical teachings of the Order of Melchizedek are based on the Principles encoded in the Universal Tree of Life that explain and encompass the Divine, the Spiritual Hierarchy, Creation, and our Soul’s journey back home to Source. Being universal, its vast field of profound yet
highly practical and relevant Knowledge empowers everyone no matter their culture or belief system. It is explained through the Living Qabbalah which again is universal in its application. The name Qabbalah (also spelt Kabbalah, Cabbala, Qabala) means received wisdom, Wisdom originally received from God to help humanity evolve.

**Ascended Masters**

These are highly evolved beings. Ascended Masters are not only part of the Spiritual Hierarchy that overlooks the Earth plane, also the higher Solar and Universal Cosmic planes. Many Ascended Masters belong to both the 'White Brotherhood' and the 'Order of Melchizedek'. Many of the 'Order of Melchizedek' are currently in embodiment today to assist in the development of humanity.

Ascended Masters are also enlightened Spiritual Beings who lived on Earth, faced the same challenges we face today and reunited with God. Today they serve as the Teachers of mankind from the Realms of Spirit. They guide, protect, inspire and heal mankind. They are Teachers in the truest sense of the word. They can help us grow in any area of our lives and achieve the real purpose of life: to become One with God in the Ascension - a being who has become Self-Realized and serves humanity; a being who has raised his/her vibration to a sustained frequency of light. He/she can come and go at will from the Earth plane without the Birth/Death cycle. These ascended masters return to the Earth from time to time, to assist in the progress of humankind. They love the Earth greatly and they seek to bring light into the hearts and minds of people so that they may grow ever onward in their development.

When ascended beings are entirely free of negative karma, they can choose where in the universe they would like to serve. They may choose to continue evolving with Earth or to move on to other worlds. Many ascended masters have chosen to stay connected with souls on Earth to guide them on the path of soul development and self-transcendence, which they themselves have fully achieved. They are the true teachers of mankind, directing the spiritual evolution of all those who desire to reunite with divine consciousness, or God.

The Masters of the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Solar logos constantly work with us to connect with them more consciously. They are real and dynamic beings in energetic form. Their purpose is to provide us with guidance, and processes that allow us to open up to our true Self.

**Lord Melchizedek** is the overseeing consciousness of the Order of Melchizedek. The Melchizedek energy strives to bring higher wisdom to humankind by influencing the arts and sciences, education and technology. Melchizedek represents one of the triune of consciousness - that of Wisdom - which make up the fundamental human life force.

**The Elohim**

The Seven Elohim are mighty Beings of Love and Light Who responded to the invitation of the Sun of this System and offered to help to manifest the Divine Idea for this System, created in the Minds and Hearts of our Beloved Helios and Vesta — God and Goddess of our physical Sun Itself. Through ages of time, the Elohim have learned how to successfully use the creative powers of thought, feeling, spoken word and action as God intended them to be used from the beginning and, in cooperative endeavor, the Elohim drew forth our entire System in perfect manifestation, of which System the Earth is just one small planet.

"Beginning in the Heart of the Great Central Sun, Hierarchy manifests as the stepping-down of the Energies of Alpha and Omega, of the Sacred AUM, of the I AM THAT I AM that is the Fiery Focal Point for the whole of creation, the whole of the cosmos. The Elohim and Cosmic Beings carry the greatest concentration, the highest vibration of Light that we can comprehend in our state of evolution."
"The Elohim, the most powerful aspect of the Consciousness of God, include in their Hierarchy "Elemental Builders of Form". Elementals are the sylphs that control the air, the gnomes that control the Earth, the undines that control the water, and the salamanders that control the fire element. These four aspects also govern man's four lower bodies. Serving directly under the Elohim are the Beings of Nature – the Four Beings of the Elements, who are the Twin Flames who have dominion over all of the evolutions of the gnomes, salamanders, sylphs, and undines.

"The Seven Mighty Elohim and Their Divine Complements, their Feminine Counterparts, are the Builders of Creation. It was They who responded to the Fiat of the Lord God 'Let there be Light: and there was Light' and the Fiat of Creation to create the worlds.

The Karmic Board and Lords Of Karma (members)

The Karmic Board dispenses justice to this system of worlds, adjudicating karma, mercy and judgement on behalf of every life stream. All life streams pass before the Karmic Board before each incarnation on Earth to receive their assignment and karmic allotment for that lifetime. They pass before the Karmic Board again at the conclusion of each lifetime to review their performance. The Lords of Karma members of the Karmic Board are:

● Goddess of Liberty
● Ascended Lady Master Nada
● Cyclopea, Elohim of the Fifth Ray
● Pallas Athena, the Goddess of Truth
● Portia, the Goddess of Justice
● Kuan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy

The Brotherhoods of Light

The consciousness of the Great White Brotherhood is an indescribably wonderful thing. It is like a great calm, shining ocean so strongly One that the least thrill of consciousness flashes from end to end of it instantaneously, and yet to each member it seems to be absolutely his own individual consciousness, though with a weight and a power and a wisdom behind it that no single human consciousness could ever have. This magnificent sea of 'cosmic consciousness' of the brotherhood is something so great, so wonderful, that there is nothing else in the world like it: even those who belong to it by virtue of having passed the first great initiation can only catch glimpses of it, can remember only a little of it here and there. It can be felt fully only on the nirvanic plane, on which the brotherhood primarily exists, though it has its manifestation on the lower planes, even down to the physical world."

It has been said that there are many brotherhoods of light of which the Great White Brotherhood is a part. 'The Keys of Enoch' says that there are 70 brotherhoods or orders serving as a field of intelligence for the Father. This text states of the brotherhoods of light: 'Advanced spiritual intelligence that can take on physical form and have the responsibility of governing stellar orders with respect to the local hierarchy/federation of the Deity .... the 70 brotherhoods which comprise the Great White Brotherhood that have the greater responsibility of administering the cosmic law .... 'whole light beings' comprise the ranks of the spiritual brotherhoods preparing the physical and spiritual civilizations' and are in charge of renewing or reawakening creations.
The Planetary Spiritual Hierarchy and Councils [See below for the Universal Guardian Alliance/Councils]

The Planetary Spiritual Hierarchy can be likened to our government structure, but is far more complex.

**The Council of Nine:** A tribunal of teachers governing our immediate super-galactic and galactic region, subject to change in evolving ‘new programs’ of the Father’s Kingdom.

**The Council of Twelve:** Sons of Heaven working to supervise the creation and regeneration of the lower worlds. In the book ‘Mahatma - Books I and II’, Brian Grattan writes: ‘Pure love, wisdom, joy, peace, balance and every other quality of the light can only be attained through the One Great Presence, the Source Council of Twelve for this Cosmic Day, wherein each member represents one Cosmic Ray. It is this complete Council of Twelve, embodying the Twelve Rays, which enables this creation, this one Cosmic Day, to exist.’ He also states that ‘The Twelve Rays that constitute this Cosmic Day are the self-luminous, intelligent substance of the I AM, Mahatma, which exists at all points (except for those third dimensional planets still limited to Seven Rays) and of which all of Creation is composed.’

**The Council of Twenty-Four:** A council governing spiritual civilization in the Son Universe and is not to be confused with the 24 Elders.

**The Council of One Hundred and Forty-Four Thousand:** A tribunal of Ascended Masters administering the program of the ‘Ancient of Days’. The infinite mind working through the Creator God, the hierarchy of the ‘Higher Heavens’ that governs the hierarchies of the mid-heavens and the lower-heavens, assessing the final ‘soul programs’ of man and master alike.

**The Council of Light:** The collective name for the above councils which govern this galaxy and other regions of distant universes. These are not solar or planetary councils.

*The Order/Brotherhood of Enoch:* Initiates the faithful into new worlds of consciousness by creating the spiritual-scientific scrolls of knowledge. The brotherhood builds the pyramid grids on the planets necessary to evolve the biomes of intelligence. [ CAUTION ]

**The Order/Brotherhood of Melchizedek:** Is in charge of the consciousness reprogramming that is necessary to link physical creation with the externalization of the divine hierarchy

*The Order of Michael/Brotherhood of Michael:* Guards the galaxies from biological/spiritual interference from the lesser forces of light except where necessary to test/train for soul advancement.

Source for the Botherhood of light / Spiritual Hierachy: Jasmuheen

**Some of the many Ascended Masters**

Chohan - is a term that is used to mean "lord" or "master." It is a title of respect and honor, and a specific chohan presides over each of the seven rays. These seven chohans, or lords, of the rays have specialized in applying the qualities of their ray throughout their many incarnations on earth, and they can instruct us in how to gain self-mastery on that ray.

**SANAT KUMAR:** also called “The Ancient of Days" and "youth of endless summers." From Venus, he has assisted humanity from the lighter realms perhaps longer than any other master. He has also been the "planetary logos" for Earth, its prime overseer. Sanat Kumara is the Planetary Logos, and the greatest of the Avatars. He oversees ascension initiations in the inner planes. He has an Ascension seat in Shamballa, over Gobi Desert, where you may ask to go in meditation.
**THE CHRIST:** He is that Great Being whom the Christian calls the Christ; he is known also in the Orient as the Bodhisattva, and as the Lord Maitreya, and is the one looked for by the devout Mohammedan, under the name of the Iman Madhi. He it is who has presided over the destinies of life since about 600 B.C. and he it is who has come out among men before, and who is again looked for. He is the great Lord of Love and of Compassion, just as his predecessor, the Buddha, was the Lord of Wisdom. Through him flows the energy of the second aspect, reaching him direct from the heart center of the Planetary Logos via the heart of Sanat Kumara. He works by means of a meditation centered within the heart. He is the World Teacher, the Master of the Masters, and the Instructor of the Angels, and to him is committed the guidance of the spiritual destinies of men, and the development of the realization within each human being that he is a child of God and a son of the Most High. Daily he pours out his blessing on the world, and daily he stands under the great pine in his garden at the sunset hour with hands uplifted in blessing over all those who truly and earnestly seek to aspire. To him all seekers are known, and, though they may remain unaware of him, the light which he pours forth stimulates their desire, fosters the spark of struggling life and spurs on the aspirant until the momentous day dawns when they stand face to face with the one who by being "lifted up" (occultly understood) is drawing all men unto himself as the Initiator of the sacred mysteries.

**JESHUA12/SANANDA:** The real Jesus represented Divine Love and the Higher Realms of Spirit. Sananda is his Higher Self name. He represents the Ascension Process of Humanity rising back to the Godhead. Call him in to help you with healing, teaching, guidance and comforting. He works with the Guardians Race. Jeshua12 left the planet in 12AD. His mission and teachings were done in silence without any publicity. THE TRUE TEACHINGS OF THE KRIST.

**YESHUA9/JESUS:** This being was ordained by Jeshua12. This is the son of Mary and Joseph. He is the Master of the sixth ray, the ray of abstract idealism and devotion, which is indigo. During His incarnation as Jesus, He was a high priest in the order of Melchizedek and was overshadowed during His life by Lord Maitreya (The Christ). He also had lives as Adam, Enoch, Jeshua, Joshua, Elijah and Joseph of Egypt. He works with Archangel Uriel to bring peace, brotherhood, service and freedom to people.

**BABAJI NAGRAJ:** Babaji is the immortal master of the Himalayas, known as the deathless avatar. He was initiated into Kriya Yoga and became the greatest Siddha or Perfected Master ever known. After ascension he promised to stay in his physical body to help all humanity and still appears to groups of disciples. Yogananda writes about him in Autobiography of a Yogi. It is said that you only have to say his name with reverence and you directly attract a blessing from him.

**DJWHAL KHUL:** also called "The Tibetan," was a beautiful master who achieved liberation under master Kuthumi's guidance. He is profoundly learned, knowing more about the seven rays and the spiritual hierarchy than perhaps any of his peers. He channeled wisdom works to Alice Bailey, a modern leader of the Theosophical Society.

**EL MORYA:** whose Divine focus is Creative Power and Inspiration. Call him in for creativity and ideas. El Morya was embodied as Abraham, the wise man Melchior, Arthur, king of the Britons, Thomas Beckett, Thomas More, both martyred, Akbar, greatest of Mogul emperors, Thomas Moore, El Morya Khan, the most renowned of the Tibetan mahatmas. El Morya came originally from Mercury and is a member of the White Brotherhood. He works with Archangel Michael and is the chohan or master of the first ray, which is red and governs power and will, drive, confidence and strength. He works with rulers, executives, public servants, the military, sports people and those who are commanders.

**KUTHUMI:** is the Master of wisdom and Love. His Divine Focus is Loyalty. He comes to those who seek world knowledge in this time of change - and to use that accumulated knowledge for the good of all and to overcome the tendency towards intellectual arrogance.

**HILARION:** works to help us with healing and expand the mind to bring new consciousness and spirituality into all areas of scientific discovery. He stands for accuracy justice, common sense and upright attitudes and works particularly with mathematicians, scientists, inventors, musicians, chemists, electricians, engineers, surgeons and...
researchers. He also works with souls to help them gain mastery in the third-eye chakra and green-ray qualities, including healing and the science of holding the immaculate concept.

**LADY MARY:** also known as Mother Mary in the Christian faith is the symbol of the feminine, Universal Mother or Yin essence. Call her in to help you with healing, teaching, guidance and comforting. A beautiful, powerful ascended master of great love, wisdom and compassion. She protects women and children and intercedes in healing. One of her past incarnations was Isis, where she instructed initiates in the Mystery Schools.

**LADY NADA:** works on the ray of compassion and is on the Karmic Board, where she represents the third ray.

Lady Nada works with mental healing and upliftment. She is said to be the twin flame of Jesus. She works on the ray of compassion and is on the Karmic Board, where she represents the third ray. Lady Nada works with mental healing and upliftment. She teaches that intelligence requires the addition of love to become wisdom.

**LADY PORTIA:** Lady Portia is one of the Lords of Karma representing the Seventh Ray on that Board. She helps those who want to balance heart and head. She will also help those who judge and criticize others from the lower mind to raise their energy to their heart center and be loving towards themselves and others. You may apply in meditation to the Lords of Karma for release of personal or collective karma. If you do this, ask if karma may be released on every level - physical, mental emotional and spiritual, in every dimension and in every reality and universe. Lady Portia is one who frequently offers grace. One can call to Her for assistance in legal action. Her electronic pattern is the Maltese Cross."

**LANTO:** The Master Lord Lanto pervades the various educational systems on Earth and is a powerful helper to any teachers who feel the need to develop their students' Spiritual understanding. Chohan of the Second Ray - Lord Lanto was an ancient Chinese master who lived about 400 B.C. He is said to have accomplished more than any other master of earth. He developed the light in his heart to such a degree that it shone like a golden sun through his flesh.

**MAHA COHEN:** The Maha Chohan is a representative of the Holy Spirit to earth and her evolutions. He initiates souls in the secret chamber of the heart and helps them prepare to receive all nine gifts of the Holy Spirit: wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, and discernment of spirits, speaking in tongues and interpretation of tongues.

**PAUL THE VENETIAN:** Chohan of the Third Ray (Love, Beauty, Art) Initiation and balancing of the heart chakra. Helps develop tolerance and love for one another. Training of elementals. Paul will be the next Maha Chohan, when the current Representative of the Holy Spirit for this earth goes on to another Office in Hierarchy. Ascended: April 19, 1588 from the Chateau de Liberte in southern France after his passing at the age of sixty Paul the Venetian.

**RAMA:** 'The Lord Of The Wind' was the first human ever to ascend from the Earth 35,000 years ago. Known as Lord Rama in the Hindu tradition. Rama was one of 13 Ascended Masters who organized the incarnation of Yeshua Ben Joseph (Jesus Christ).

**SERAPIS BEY:** Serapis Bey originally came from Venus and is the Keeper of the White flame. He works with Archangel Chamuel on the ray of compassion and is the only Ascended Master who works with the Seraphim. Chohan of the Fourth Ray - Serapis Bey, an ascended master associated with Luxor in Egypt, who holds open the Temple doors on the etheric level, and is one of the great teachers of ascension on the planet.

**ST. GERMAIN:** is associated with the Amethyst Ray for healing and manifestation. He is concerned with harmony, musical sounds, peace and personal growth in consciousness. Call him in to use his violet ray for activating Grace and Forgiveness within you.

*Lord Metatron* supports humanity, when we choose to enter the state of initiation, reducing fear and polarity on both individual and collective levels. Metatron says "You will come through me" because the
Metatron vibration is present during reductions of polarity to help maintain continuity in major shift times. [Metatronic]

*Archangel Michael* is the overseeing Force of Power through Non-attachment and wields the Sword of Light as its spiritual instrument.

*Enoch* The same soul who was Enoch the Prophet was also Thoth, Hermes, Metatron, among others who allegedly wrote 'Books about the Sacred Knowledge of Creation'. These creational stories are based on *patterns of geometry* that repeat in cycles through the concept of TIME. The ancient Greeks declare that Enoch is the same as Mercury / Hermes Trismegistus writing the Emerald Tablets of Thoth. [Metatronic]

*Thoth* was the Egyptian god/master from Nibiru. Thoth in Other Important Roles: Hermes Trismegistus is the wisdom of the Hermetica - Emerald Tablets. Sumerian Gods Reality depicted as a biogenetic experiment with extraterrestrial connotations. Rome Mercury who was Hermes in Greek Mythology Communication, Quetzalcoatl the Mayan Calendar - Time and end date of December 21, 2012. Viracocha - Incan God. Atlanteans - Chiquite, Tehuti - Zep Tepi. Persia as the Prophet Zarathustra or Zoroaster. The list of roles this soul played is endless from all mythological pantheon gods - religious figures - to famous people in science and history, creational forces including alien gods, etc... According to a very old Masonic tradition, the Egyptian god Thoth had played a major part in preserving knowledge of the mason craft and transmitting it to mankind after the flood. Our reality is a Masonic Program [mother sound - creation by harmonics] [Metatronic]

*Alpha-Omega Templar Melchizedek Anunnaki-Drakonian Alliance* - Conduct the largest False DNA Activation-"Ascension" Program. False 12-Strand DNA Activation Programs are geared toward "Monadic Reversal" [Metatronic]

*Fallen Masters (False Gods) from 12D & Beyond*

**The UNIVERSAL GUARDIAN ALLIANCE (GA) / COUNCILS**

The GA represents a smaller, specialized group, and primary task force, within a greater Guardian Organization called the *Inter-dimensional Associations of Free Worlds*, created 568 million years ago after the *Angelic Wars*. The GA is a co-operative organization through which an enormous variety of different interstellar, multi-dimensional and inter-time species and races work together to assist in the evolution of developing cultures throughout the multi-dimensional universe. Their mission is to protect and insure that species discover and fulfill their genetic plan of true spiritual enlightenment and multidimensional heritage as they were intended. Many members of the GA appear to be quite human, but they possess knowledge and abilities far beyond conventional human development.

All the Guardian races on Earth are considered *Amenti Races*. Some other members of the GA include: The regal *Lyran-Sirian Whites*, an elder, pale-skinned hominid Sirian race frequently called the Founders. The *Aethien*, large, white graceful beings of high spiritual development, which resembled upright preying mantises. The *Rhanthunkeana* (referred by some as *Rhantia*), tall, thin light-emitting beings with translucent white skin, almond-shaped eyes of various hues and kinky white hair; skilled shape-shifters and highly advanced spiritually. The *Breneau*, advanced beings from the highest dimensional worlds that appear as tall, luminescent figures with elongated heads and large eyes, when they physically manifest. The *Queventelliur*. Large, long-haired apelike being of great intelligence and sensitivity, who are occasionally glimpsed on Earth as they monitor Earth’s environment for guardian purposes. The *Turaneusiams*, tall, beautiful humans with elongated heads and skin/hair colors representing all those apparent on Earth plus some in pastel hues. The human lineage evolved out of the Turaneusiams, the Elder Race, primarily immortal. There are many other species involved with the Guardian Alliance, from various hybrids created through intermixing of these species, to the vast, formless sentient conscious entities who direct the Guardian Alliance, entities that exist beyond the scope of dimensionalization.
The GA was formed as a TASK FORCE to increase security in our Time Matrix when the Annu-Elohim Fallen Angelic Legions created the Anunnaki race line 568 million years ago to destroy the Oraphin-Angelic Human lineage and races of the Emerald Covenant. Specializes in propagation of the Emerald Covenant and serves as the governing body of over 10 million Emerald Covenant Star League Nations within the 4 Densities of matter in our Time Matrix. The GA is directed by the Yanas, Density-5 MC Eieyani Master Council of the Elohi-Elohim Emerald Order Breneau. Christos Founders Races and the IAFW.

The GA is the administrative body of 12 GA Signet Councils. Each of the 12 GA Signet Councils is appointed by the Yanas and IAFW to serve as Primary Guardians of one of the 12 Universal Star Gates (SG's) in the Universal Templar Complex. Under the Guardian Alliance (GA) there are 12 smaller “Signet Councils” that serve as Primary Guardians of each one of the Primary Star Gates in the Universal Templar Complex of our Time Matrix. Because the 3 Lyran Star Gates (D-12 Aramatena, D11- Aveyon and D-10 Vega) are the primary passageways between the Primal Light Fields and the lower Dimensional Density Systems, they are the most important and in greatest need of protection. D-12, D-11 and D-10 (Star Gates-12, 11 and 10) allow the Yanas and Breneu Founders Races to enter the Time Matrix form the Energy Matrix for assistance.

As the representatives of the 3 Lyran GA Signet Councils are composed of members of the original Christos Founders Race lines that seeded the life-field in the Time Matrix, the 3 Lyran GA Signet Councils as often referred as the “Royal Houses.”

Signet Council 12: the Council of Aramatena-Lyra. Star Gate-12

Signet Council 11: the Council of Aveyon-Lyra. Star Gate-11

Signet Council 10: the Council of Vega-Lyra. Star Gate-10

Signet Council 9: the Council of Mirach-Andromeda. Star Gate-9

Signet Council 8: the Council of Mintaka-Orion, Star Gate-8

Signet Council 7: the Council of Epsilon or Sirian-Arcturian Coalition, Star Gate-7

Signet Council 6: the Council of Azurline-Sirius B, Star Gate-6

Signet Council 5: the Council of Alcyone-Pleiades. Star Gate-5


The Universal Star Gate 1 through 6 in the densities 1 an 2 (dimension 1-6) systems operate under the direct supervision of the MC Eieyani Master Council (“Sirian or Azurite Council”) of Density-5 and has maintain a biological presence in regions compromised by the chaos of Fallen Angelic Legion conquest.

Level-2 and beyond TRUE Ascended Masters.

A True Ascended Master is a highly evolved Ultra-terrestrial gestalt of consciousness, in pure ante-matter wave form, that exist BEYOND the dimensionalization of the Time Matrix, within the 3 levels of the non-dimensional Energy Matrix. Though all beings in time (Time Matrix) originally began their journey of individualization through such and Ultra-terrestrial Collective, and thus each being has, as part of its higher
identity anatomy 3 levels of ascended mastery consciousness, a being within the Time Matrix is not considered to be the embodiment of an Ascended Master unless the being has experienced a full projection into the Time Matrix and a full 15-Dimensional ascension back out of the Time Matrix, before returning to manifestation within time.

As a being proceeds to evolve within the dimensions of the Time Matrix, the geometrical structures of the morphogenetic field progressively reassemble, re-opening the conduits of communication through first the dimensionalized identity levels, then finally with the ascended mastery identity levels beyond time, when the consciousness has merged its 15 dimensionalized Hova Bodies and transmut ed into the ante-matter Rishi state of being.

Through this first evolution, the morphogenetic codes (scalar wave patterns) of the entire 15-Dimensional Matrix become embodied within the identity's morphogenetic field and these codes will remain as the consciousness leaves the Time Matrix to return to the Ultra-terrestrial Collective.

When an ascended being chooses to re-enter the Time Matrix for incarnation, the morphogenetic codes it collected in its first projection in time will remain, and upon the second projection these "codes of ascension" or "Cap Stone Codes" can be imbued within the morphogenetic fields of the dimensionalized identity aspects, where they will manifest as dormant potentialities within the physical genetic code of the Incarnate and Soul bodies in Harmonic Universes 1 and 2

Thus only beings that have achieved full ascension and then returned to incarnation are considered to be true embodiments of Ascended Masters.

Rishi, Avatars, Souls and Over-souls, though all transcended levels of identity, do not qualify as true Ascended Masters unless their gestalt of consciousness has fully completed at least one full cycle of ascension out of time.

**Founder Races**

The 3 Breneau Collectives of Density-5, dimensions 13, 14 and 15 created the first 3 manifest “Founder Races” in the Pre-matter Hydropasmic “Cristos Liquid Light Field” of dimension 12, the entry point into densification of matter. Long before creation of the Human genetic line in our Time Matrix. Also Known as the Seed Races of the Palaidia Empires.

1) The **Elohei-Elohim** Feline-hominid Christos Founders Races (Also called the Anuhazi or Lyran Sirian Whites) and the Feline-Aquatic Ape called Anyu.

2) The **Seraphei-Seraphim** Avian-Insect-Reptile Christos Founder Races. (Also called Cerez or Bird People or Carians)

3) The **Bra-ha-Rama** Cetacean-Aquatic Ape-Pegasus Christos Founder Races. (Also the Inyu - known as the “Whale people”; NOT the “Dolphin people and the Pegasi – known as “Pegasus””)

**Christos Founder Races** (Christos Angelic Races)

Long before the creation of the Human genetic line, the 3 primary, biological manifest “Christos Founder Races” were created through the 3 Pre-matter Density-4 "Liquid Light Christos Field” planets of Dimensions 12, 11 and 10.

These planets are: D-12 Aramatena, D-11 Aveyon and D-10 Vega. (Called the Cradle of Creation)

The genetic codes and manifestation blueprints for every life form now manifest in our Time Matrix.
has emerged from the combining of the genetic templates of these 3 Primary Christos Founders Races of Density-4 and their various biological expressions.

These 3 Primary Christos Founders Races were seeded from the Kee-Ra-ShA Primary Light Fields of dimensions 13, 14 and 15 into Pre-matter Density-4, dimensions 12, 11 and 10.

This Christos Founders Races seeding took place through the natural Star Gates of the Universal Templar Complex that open between dimensions in our Time Matrix.

The continuous efforts of the Founders Races to restore peace and safety to this Time Matrix are a reflection of the responsibility for their creation.

With the privilege of Free Will creation once given to the Founders Races by the Yanas, which set the life-field of our Time Matrix in motion 950 billion years ago, the Founders know that they are accountable for what occurs within this Time Matrix, and they realize that “they made the mess so it is their rightful responsibility to clean it up.”

For this reason the Founders Races and Guardian Angelic Nations (see Guardian Alliance) will continue with their crisis intervention efforts for however long it takes in terms of experiential “time.”

The Founders Nations had not intended such chaos, nor had they anticipated that the polarity dramas within this Time Matrix could reach such extremes; extremes that threaten the structural integrity and well being of other life-systems far beyond our Time Matrix.

Yanas

Yanas collective from each of the 3 Primal Sound Fields of the Khundaray (Energy Matrix) are collectively called the Eieyani.

The Yanas Collectives of the Primal Sound Fields represent our “Cosmic Family of Consciousness”, through which all manifest things are indelibly connected to Source through the energetic expression of the Primal Sound Field. The Yanas exist beyond the smaller reality fields within which space-time-matter experience takes place.

The Eieyani collectives of the Khundaray Primal Sound Fields are the Eternal Guardian Collectives that are responsible for maintaining the structure integrity of the Energy Matrix and Time Matrix systems within them, and for seeding “life-waves” into manifest Time Matrices.

The Eieyani of the Khundaray Primal Sound Fields last seeded a life-wave into our 15-dimensional Time Matrix 950 billion years ago (Earth time translation), through the creation of the 3 Primary Founders Race Collectives in our Time Matrix referred to as the Breneau Orders; and they exist as eternal gestalts of consciousness in the form of spherical Ante-matter constructs of Thermplastic Radiation within the 3 Primal Light Fields that form Density-5, dimensions 13,14 and 15 of our 15-dimensional Time Matrix. (Referred as the Kee-Ra-ShA)

The Eieyani Collective that is responsible for seeding life into our Time Matrix is called the Melchizedek Cloister Eieyani or MC Eieyani.

Occasionally they incarnate in various forms, into the fields of space-time-matter within the Density Levels of our Time Matrix, to fulfill universal service missions. When in physical incarnation in time, incarnate Yanas most often use the name Eieyani in reference to their family line; in contemporary times, the Eieyani incarnate on Earth are commonly referred as “Type-1 Grail Line Indigo Children.”
Yunasai (CENTRAL SOURCE OF CREATION)

All reality itself emerges from, and exists within, a Central Source of Creation that is commonly referenced to as Spirit, Source or God. Guardian Angelic Nations often refer to this Central Source of Creation as the Yunasai (pronounced “You’-na-sigh”), which means “Central Point of All Union” and “Eternal Consciousness of the One-All.” The Guardians refer to this Central Creative Source as the Yunasai and it is the sentient, creative identity-energy through and within the cosmos and its part manifest. Human consciousness first individuates within the Source-God-Mind in the form of God-Seed, a eternal, electro-tonal gestalt of consciousness composed of pure conscious radiation, which exists within the Unified Field of Source Consciousness - The Yunasai. The God-Seed is imbued with the characteristics of consciousness possessed by the Yunasai, and thus creates within itself smaller constructs of consciousness that reflect the structures set by the Yunasai. (A process of exponential fractalization). The God Seed represents the Source Family of Gestalt Consciousness within which the levels of individuated identity have their being. The Yunasai creates many God-Seeds, and in relation to the structure of our Cosmic Order, there are 24 (2 sets of 12) Primary God-Seed Collectives within our cosmos and universes manifest. Creation of the God-Seed of Consciousness Gestalt is the first step in the Stair Step Creation.

Yunasai Matrix

Identity Level – the Geomancy (Yunasai Matrix) The 6th Primary Level of Multi-dimensional Identity exist beyond the structure of 15-dimensional construction. Collectively called the Cosmic Conscious Mind. Represents the Cosmic Mind Matrix. (or “Cosmic Logos”)

It represents an eternal gestalt of identity that is non-dimensionalized and free from space-time-matter orientation, a level of mind that exist as part of the One Mind – or Source Mind of the Core Creative Force.

This identity level is called the Geomantic Entity – or Geomancy. All other levels of identity and mind and the structures of all dimensional systems exist within the crystalline latticework morphogenetic blueprint of the Geomantic Entity Gestalt identity.

Through the Geomancy all things, beings and consciousness are connected to and contained within the Central Creative Gestalt Identity of Source Mind.